10. Creativity abounds with fresh new takes on the classic wreath. A hundred "recipes" are organized by season so you can keep your home filled with nature's beauty from the holidays through the dog days of summer. $25; workman.com

11. Turn your tabletop into a frosty mountain range, no climbing gear needed! Himalaya spice jars are a twist on traditional shakers and are sure to spark conversation. The set of four in two sizes accommodates most spices. $31; peli-design.com

12. Slush, salt, and snow are no match for the Spin Mop. Excess water is easily siphoned away with a push of the adjustable handle, while a splash guard keeps the mess in the bucket. $50; libman.com

13. Make hand tools more hand-friendly by adding custom-fit rubber grips. Slide one of the three sizes over the handle, then pull the plastic strip to release the Re-Grip. $10–$12; re-grip.com

14. Unused space under your workbench or cabinets? Nifty two-piece cubby drawers simply screw to the underside of the counter to round up craft supplies and hardware. $22 for set of six; woodpeck.com